Masons vs. Masonic Orders
Every child is a Mason at birth as it means a Mother's Son / Ma's Son = Mason. With that being said,
there are Secret Society Orders that call themselves Masonic Orders of various types and degrees, the highest usually being the 'Shriners", ever wonder who's Shrine? These orders hold the truths and withhold the
truths, based on initiation, obtaining of higher Degrees and other processes within that order. With that being
said, saving the club's processes, the information one ultimately attains to is based in the mysteries of life
for the living. By the time the members attain such information, they have taken an Oath, or oaths along the
way, possibly to demi-gods, wherein they are never to speak about what they have learned at the penalty of
some sort of punishment, injury, inclusive of bodily injury, and some say even death. Those who do not recognize this, are FORCED to study. Those who have not studied and think and believe that R.V. Bey Publications is a secret society, or teaches and holds back truths likened to a Masonic order or secret society, then
they need to Study. What R.V. Bey Publications has dis-covered, they share publicly. R.V. Bey Publications
is NOT a secret society, is not a Masonic Order and does not have memberships. Noble Drew Ali himself
said "the half has not been told", therefore YOU MUST study to show yourself approved, or you will be forced
to do so. He also said the following:

"I am taking the covers off of all Secret Societies."
In Truth, that is exactly what he did, however you must study his works and not the interpretations of those
who say they are teaching his works. Possibly they have not themselves studied well enough, or have studied and have a separate agenda. Many of them may be holding back information unless you join their association or club, of which usually operates as a secret society. If any Temple does the same, instead of following the mission of uplifting fallen humanity, then they are operating against the Prophet's order. This is in
great part due to the fact that they were infiltrated. Such infiltration occurred finally around the 1940's in
terms of being the most effective in its infiltrating intent. The infiltration started from within prior to the
Prophet's transition. He wrote a letter that speaks of the infiltration from within and he gave instructions that
the letter must be read before EVERY MSTA meeting. Does the Temple you are in read it? If not, then they
are holding back information, not R.V. Bey Publications. R.V. Bey Publications is a publication company, researching and digging up information and making it public, like a publication company usually does. We do
so under the 1st Amendment, inclusive of all religious rights and freedoms and under the Moorish Divine and
National Movement of the World. We do not Nationalize anyone, we offer assistance in the family making
their public proclamation as a Lawful Notice, which means to publish. Nationalization is not really a process,
it is something that begins in your mind first, meaning you must be clear first. That is why Prophet Noble
Drew Ali said "if you do nothing else, Declare your Nationality". To make a proclamation means to publish
that which YOU are clear about. In the MSTA All members must proclaim, however, some think that means
to start a Vital Statistics or a Registry. Which reasonably indicates they do not know what a proclamation
means as it relates to a Lawful Notice and that it needs no filing or permission, particularly with or from a foreign entity.
.

Man Must Learn by Signs and Symbols:
This is what Prophet Noble Drew Ali said himself. To
the left is a photo of the Fez worn in Masonic Orders,
usually with the sword over the head of the woman.
Meaning they are cutting of the head of the Womb of
Natural Man. Therefore be careful when you see a
symbol with the sword over the head of the woman, or
over the 5-pointed star, as the 5-pointed star represents the child of the Mother, her posterity generationally, as does the crescent Moon and Star. You may
also see the crescent moon (Mother), and star (child),
turned downward, or upside down. The correct position is crescent moon to left and star underneath it at
the tip as if hanging as fruit from the womb of mother,
which is the true tree of life from whence the child
comes. The 5-pointed star is also in the CENTER of

The emblem is
actually a sword
over the Mother’s
head, as the drum
shows clearly. No
Moor ought wear
that or utilize it.
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the Moorish Flag, as is specifically expressed and described in the 101 Questionnaire. The 5-pointed star
represents the people and is on the flag of the people, not to get confused with the continental flag, which is
the flag of the continents and has the pine tree or the evergreen, representing everlasting life, as man is mind
and there never was a time when man was not - thus everlasting life. When you see a Fez and it has writings, pinned down tassles and reversed symbols, etc., know that it is not the Fez that purely represents the
Moors Fez. The Moors Fez is representative of the womb. See the "About The Fez" page for more information regarding same. When you see a flag and someone tells you it is the Moors Flag and the 5-pointed
green star is NOT specifically in the center, know it is NOT the Moorish Flag. It may be what others are creating for the purpose of establishing something new. Those who are new to the information and seeking
knowledge, are absorbing these creations and interpretations of others, being taught in the name of Prophet
Noble Drew Ali, yet are in contradiction to what he said. This is usually done by those who are based in in
ego with a need to start something new. There is nothing new under the Sun. The New World Order, is the
Old World Order, returned and risen from the ashes.
.

Don't get confused with the Science and symbols of Mother and Son (Mason)
and those who use the science and symbols of Mother and Son.
.
We trust this assist to clear up the false assertions regarding R.V. Bey Publications, as this information is actually in the Prophet's
work, which is inclusive of "Signs and Symbols". Don't believe us. Check it out for yourself and follow the Dictates of YOUR Soul
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